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The evolving definition and expectations of an experience economy led to multiple revisions 
of what this thesis needed to address.  Skylar Fontana recognized the declining interest in slot 
machines amongst millennials and Gen Z, and he wanted to ensure the architecture of integrated 
resorts could adapt at the same rate of change seen in guests.  Initial design investigations 
sought to address the need of casino floors to rapidly respond to changes in user preferences 
and technical advancements in the gaming industry.  Superstructures for craning in the next 
generation of gaming devices and swapping casino area for retail, food, and beverage were 
explored.  However, more than filling the void of casino floors left by older slot machines with 
newer games, bigger screens, and more comfortable seats, the thesis turned to questioning what 
would make a more memorable experience? 
Instead of focusing on filling floor space with more and more machines, Skylar shifted the 
design exploration to the compartmentalization of areas to curate enduring episodes of 
evolving experiences.  The notion of the “Instagrammable” moment pulled attention from 
the programmatic plan to the interior elevation.  High-tech walls were conceived to envelop 
the guests; putting emotive beings in a sought-after immersive environment.  The systems 
integrated into the partitions take more cues from the performing arts than they do the traditional 
construction.  With the goal of activating the senses and impacting the psyche, the virtual 
prototypes are designed with details that electrify the wall for full digital display.  They bring 
plumbing into the mix for aquatic atmospherics, acoustical, and thermal qualities.  Gas provides 
choreographed pyrotechnics capabilities, and mechanical considerations can animate and 
synchronize the walls’ productions with surrounding activities… realizing gaming is still a huge 
part of those surroundings, perhaps it is most compelling to question how these walls can be 
gamified.  With interest growing in off-Strip entertainment like Area15, this HD Book provides a 
glimpse of how integrated resorts might adapt to the next generation of global travelers. 
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Stardust Resort and Casino 
Opened: 1958
Demolished: 2007
Resorts World Las Vegas 
Expected Completion: 2021
63 Year Difference
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Issues
Historic Proceedings
 Las Vegas is a city of spectacle and the resorts of each day and age reflect 
the character of their time. On average, most Las Vegas casinos have a lifespan 
between 40-50 years, with the decade of the 90’s representing the closure and 
demolition of many older casinos to make way for new “themed” casinos. This 
lifespan is far shorter than the national average for lodging buildings, which is 
between 70-80 years, according to the U.S. Department of Energy. The average 
lifespan of the global population is 72 years, according to the World Health 
Organization. What this means is that people should expect to see a dramtic shift in 
resort design and service at one point or another in their lifetime.
 These resorts often meet their end by way of demolition, as the barrier of renovation 
and updating can become too great. Historically, this means that resorts change abrupty 
and creates a void between the design philosphies and generational preferenes of a resort 
built 40 years prior to the instantaenous leap to a new resort. Renovations and updates 
to resorts of their lifespan has historically been superficial, with larger issues warranting 
discussion on creating a clean slate for something new. Why is the transition from old to 
new often so rigid and harsh?
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A 63 year gap between the opening of one resort to the 
opening of the next resort leaves the preferences of those 
in-between on the cutting room floor.
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The casino industry of Las Vegas has changed since its inception and has gone 
through phases of struture and values. In 1931 casinos were just that, casinos: 
centers for gambling attracting male workers in the area who had no attachment to 
the valley. Soon, lodging became a staple to attract guests from far and wide. In this 
way, the first casinos became dependent on the car and celebrated it the car as an 
experience. Fremont Street with its large signs and neon lights was a sight to behold. 
The 1990’s saw the construction of numerous themed casino resorts like Excalibur, 
New York New York, or the Venitian. This era was the result of the entrepreneurial 
spirit of the baby boomer generation. This resulted in more commerialization 
and a more family oriented approach to resort experiences. The city has seen 
a restructuring of properties of the last decade that are more contemporary to 
Millenial preferences. What is less understood is how this shifting landscape will 
shape the identity of Vegas as trends point towards less emphasis on gaming. How 
can we bridge the gaps in-between the construction of new resorts?
Issues
Alienation of Generational Groups
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Rise, Fall, and Rise Again
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GENERATIONAL PREFERENCES
CASINO-RESORT TENDENCIES
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According to the U.S. Department of Energy, lodging buildings typically have a 
lifespand of 70-80 years. From the table on the right, the average life span for 
Las Vegas casino’s is roughly 40-50 years, not including rebrandings or 
intensive redesigns. The average for all other building types of coventional 
construction have the ability to last up to 120 years.
Though the hotel and resort industry makes up only a small 
portion of the amount of annually generated debri, it does make 
up the largest sector of the economy of the Las Vegas valley and 
should be carefully considered in a landscape where sustainable 
practice should be paramount.
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Casino-Resort Tendencies
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A generation is all the people born and living at about the same 
time, regarded collectively between a time-span of 20-25 years. 
The preferences of each generation vary in all forms of media, 
design, habits, and culture.
“A company’s best customers are those that purchase enough of your 
products or services that you provide so that your company is profitable. Your 
best customer will generate constant income for your company and is the 
most desirable customer for any business. Making an effort to target 
customers like these will rapidly increase your income while creating stability 
for your organization”, (Hitt 2002). 
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77% of Millenials 
prefer to spend 
time and money 
on experiences 
rather than things
      Casino Gaming   Experience-based Space
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Las Vegas Casinos Generated $24.54 Billion 
in Revenue in 2019
Gaming led the way with $8.75 billion, followed by rooms at $6.44 
billion, dining at $5 billion, and retail and entertainment $4.35 
billion.
All sources of revenue, including gaming, have been steadily in-
creasing over the past decade. However, gaming is representing a 
smaller and smaller cut of the pie in terms of revenue.
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Older Generation 
Preferences
Gaming culture has 
been the dominate al-
lure for Las Vegas tour-
ism for the better half 
of the previous century. 
Everything else be-
cames complemetary 
within the resort indus-
try. What we see today 
is even a greater chance 
of gambling addiction 
and other problems 
among the older gen-




As the generation now 
coming into the world 
at large, millenials have 
seen the Vegas expe-
rience shift away from 
gambling, diversifying 
its entertainment op-
tions. They are defining 
all sorts of aaspects 
of our world, (Howe, 
N., &amp; Strauss, W. 
2000).
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Abstract
Millenials, born between 1980 and 2000, now number over 75 million, eclipsing the 
current size of the baby boomer generation. Their generational values and cultural 
endevaors are going to define the built environment throughout the century as 
the preferences of older generations steadily move out of focus. Las Vegas’ resort 
properties have been built up since their inception on the allure of gambling, but the 
city as a whole is now seeing a diversifying shift of entertainment and cultural options 
to respond to new generational preferences. The purpose of this research is to illustrate 
how Las Vegas resorts can thoughtfully shift focus away from gambling as they meet 
the entertainment demands of younger generations. Historically, Las Vegas resorts are 
demolished, resulting in a clean slate for developers. 
This book will begin by researching the evolution of the hotel industry over the last 
century and connecting that evolution with the generational preferences of the 
majority demographic population. The book will then explore case studies on resort 
refurbishment and updating, flexible architectural spaces, and architectural typologies 
within the field of hospitality. Through this exploration there will be a understanding 
of how these three topics create a unifying design philosophy within the context of 
social generations. This design philosophy will then be applied to select Las Vegas 
resorts to produce a design solution for existing resort properties to predict the future 
generalizations of resorts as demographic preferences force them to keep up to date.
Using the data from the selected Las Vegas resorts, the book will shift focus to 
exploring most deeply the one option that showed the most promise in design 
experimentation; in this case that is the modular partition system. This system will then 
be analyzed, tested, and implemented in a resort environment to the greatest extent 
possible focusing attention on cost analysis, time frames, and experiential quality before 
finally culminating in a design showcase of the flexibility of the system.
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Thesis
To address the declining interest in gambling culture 
and to rapidly adapt to changing guest preferences, we 
can create highly flexible spaces by analyzing different 
flexibility options for resort configuration; whereby the 
creation of a high-tech wall system will allow for easy 
reconfiguration of space and will cause little disruption in 
operation during updates. 
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Case Studies & System Analysis
A LOOK INTO RESORTS AND 
FLEXIBILITY SYSTEMS
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Las Vegas, NV
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(Evolution Over Time)
Designed by: Richard R. Stadelman
Location: Paradise, NV
Year: 1946 (73 years ago)
Casino and Public Space: 72,299 S.F.
Renovations & Updates:
1953: $1m on new entrance and new neon signage
1967: Martin Stern designs new facade, requiring the demolition of the Champagne 
tower.
1974: Hilton Corp. buys property, rebranding the casino.
1977: Addition of 500 room tower.
1982: Addition of 500 room tower.
1990: Addition of 798 room tower.
1993: Addition of 908 room tower. Removal of original bungalos to expand the pool 
area. Also removal of the four-story Oregon building. Replaced by Hilton timeshare 
tower.
2004: Addition of another Hilton timeshare tower.
2014: Showroom remodeled. 
2018: $90m guest room renovation.
Flamingo 
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The overall structure and layout 
of the main floor have seen no 
major changes since the casi-
nos’s opening aside from retail 
stores moving in and out and 
updates to the decor and fin-
ishing. The gaming space has 
remained where it is and the 
retail has remained where it is. 
The only major update to occure 
was the addition of a Margarita-
ville in 2003, which itself ate into 
the exisiting gaming space at 
the north end of the main floor 
and was not the cause of any 
major additions to the building.
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Las Vegas, NV
(Thematic Changes)
Designed by: Bermello Ajamil & 
Partners, Veldon-Simpson Architect
Location: Paradise, NV
Year: 1993 (27 years ago)
Casino and Public Space: 171,500 S.F.
Renovations & Updates:
1996: $250m renovation. Removal of the Wizard of Oz Theming. The Oz Casino, 
Emerald City, and the Emerald City Gift Shop were demolished. Addition of a 
six-story gold lion structure at the corner of Tropicana and Las Vegas Boulvard to 
replace the old lion entrance. Addition of several new restraunts and the 300,000 S.F 
convention center.
2005: Opening of the West Wing, a renovation of the original Mariana Hotel rooms.
2012: Renovation of all public hotel rooms, casino floor and other public spaces.
2017: $130m, 250,000 S.F. expansion to the resort’s conference center.
Future: Redevelopment of the resort’s entrance along Las Vegas boulavrad. To 
include restraunts and retail accessible space.
MGM Grand 
Las Vegas
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The most significant changes to the the MGM Grand over its history are to its exterior 
and overall theming. The resort shifted focus away from its Wizard of Oz theming just a 
few years after its opening in 1993. The Emerald City green color and the lion, however, 
have remained as part of the image of the resort.
The entrance along Tropicana 
and Las Vegas boulvard has 
seen extensive redevelop-
ment over the years. Gone 
is the entrance through the 
lion’s mouth and in its place 
sits a statue instead, flanked 
on either side by a more 
contemporary architectural 
facade. 





The Aria currently has had no major renovatios or updates done to its program, facade, 
room decor, or anything else. 
This can be for a variety of factors, including its contemporary design and the lack of 
any real deterents, such as the Wizard of Oz theming of the MGM originally. 
Based on previous case studies, the most likely reason for a renovation or update will be 
due to the room decor or age.
(Contemporary Design)
Designed by: Pelli Clarke Pelli
Location: Paradise, NV
Year: 2009 (11 years ago)
Casino Space: 150,000 S.F.
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The Aria was part of the construction of the City Center completed in 2009. It is the 
largest and most centralized part of the complex. It has direct and easy access to public 
transit and to many different forms of entertainment and function, such as the directly 
connected crystals mall and the nearby The Park and T-Mobile Arena. The trend among 
resorts constructed on the strip for the past few decades is that they have a much 
longer life-span than their earlier predecesors. Because of this, and due to Aria’s con-
temporary design and centralized location, it may hold promise to be a longer standing 
structure than even the resorts built in the 1990’s.
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LONG-SPAN STRUCTURAL SYSTEM
30’x30’ Span System
Observed to be a much more typical and standard bay in building design, a 30’x30’ 
spanning system most greatly impacts spaces due to the abundance of columns at 
relatively nearby vacinities. Though gaming 
spaces can work around these instrusive 
columns, spaces such as dining
entertainment venues, and back of house 
have a much harder time adjusting.
50’x50’ Span System
This larger bay spanning system is much more optimal for spaces such as dining and 
retail, back of house, as the greater clear space allows more room and less obstruc-
tion for equipment and storage. Gaming space only benifits from larger clear areas, 
but entertainment 












Low               High
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100’ Span System
At this scale, typical beam and girder construction no longer hold up, giving way to truss 
elements which occupy a much greater depth, but can support a greater weight as a 
result. Spaces within have a much greater opportunity to be flexible and entertainment 
venues are now feasible.
300’ Span System
A space-frame system can retain a perpendicular to the ground profile while spanning 
lengths upwards of 300 feet in either direction. These structures typically become very 
deep and can accomdate all sorts of space usage. After this point, structural systems 
have more angular form them, may need tension cables, and/or may need much deep-
er structural footings. At the scale of most Mega-Resorts, a 300 foot span is enough to 










Low               High
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UNDERFLOOR SERVICE SYSTEM
Typical Service Access
Typical means of accessing back of house areas is via an immediate connection from 
the store floor to a service area. This allows quick and easy access to storage, equip-
ment, and/or kitchen functionality. However, as this system places the store floor and 
back of house both on the same level, this means that there will always be some per-
centage of the main floor that is dedicated to back of house functions to service their 
respective functions.
Direct Service Access
To reduce the percentage of floor space dedicated to back of house on the main floor, 
thereby allowing more flexibility to a given resort function, the underfloor service sys-
tems shown here move the 
back of house functions to 
a different level of the 
building than the functions 
they serve. Direct access to 
back of house keeps the 
quick and east access to 
storage, equipment, 
and/or kitchen 
functionality, though it 
comes with the additional 
need for vertical circulation.
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Indirect/Shared Service Access
Where direct service access seeks to provide each space within a building its own di-
rect access to its own back of house area, the indirect system attempts to optimize the 
amount of both horizontal and vertical circulation to a given area, how quickly back of 
house can be accessed, and 
how deliveries of good and 
equipment will need to be 
carried out throughout a 
resort environment.
Remote Service Access
This variation on the underfloor service system calls out either one specific area or a few 
specific areas within a resort that will serve as a sort of “hub” to back of house functions. 
Each space on the main floor will need to travel to these areas for their back of house 
needs. While this does decrease the convienence factor, it does take into consideration 
that when and if additional spaces are added to the main floor, it will be far easier to add 
onto or portion off part of the remote service area rather than creating a back of house 
directly adjacent to said given space. 
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MODULAR ROOM DESIGN
Typical Room Design
Most building interiors are built as blank shells that allow for customization of most 
of the interior elements to a particular use. This can result in extravagant settings and 
wonderful architecture. Resort spaces in particular often have luxurious and spacious 
interiors with intricate patterns, tall and customized ceilings, and interesting shapes for 
walls and surfaces. However, because spaces like resort lobbies, gaming floors, and 
restaurants are often so customized, the ability of these sorts of spaces to be flexible is 
signifcantly diminissed; ofte requiring more time and resoruces to change up a custom 
scene rather than something a little more manageable.
Gaming floors are usually the 
most customized parts of a 
resort’s interior as guests sink 
large amounts of time either 
using the space or simply 
passing through it.
Resort lobbies are meant to be 
luxurious so that they set the 
stage for the rest of the guests’ 
stay.
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Modular Rooms
While larger spaces, such as gaming floors and lobbies, are almost neccessary to be 
highly customized, smaller spaces, such as retail environments, offices, and high lim-
it slots and poker rooms, do not often require such customized spaces and can even 
benifit from being in a space that is subject to change. Modular rooms would be specific 
spaces within a building that could be moved as a whole unit. This, for instance, al-
lows functions to move to other areas of the resort where they may be more desired at 
specific points in the day. This can either be something that is a pre-fabricated until, or 
something that can be rearranged and/or reassembled through moveable partitions.
Multi-purpose Rooms
This type of room would be a more constant space, unable to move like the modular 
room design, but would be designed in such a way that the space it provides can ac-
comodate a number of functions. An example of this would be slot and poker tourna-
ments, functions that may not need to have an active location at all times, but would 
essentially be using the same resources as one another.
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MODULAR PARTITIONS
Typical Partition Systems
Most building interiors are built as blank shells that allow for customization of most of 
the interior elements to a particular use. The resulting empty space between any load 
bearing walls or columns get partitioned off into smaller rooms. In a more permanant 
way, this is done with typical wood or steel frame construction, unable to truly be 
reconfigured without heavily altering the space and breaking down the partition wall. In 
a more flexible arrangment, temporary partitions on wheels can be used to section off 
spaces. These are often unsightly and provide little to no functionality to a space 
beyond separation.
Typical designs are uninspired 
and are simply there for the 
division of space. Cheaper to 
install and arrange than with 
framing construction, but still 
limited.
The flexible partitions sections 
are often defined by a track 
system that allows them to be 
easily moved out of the way in 
singular spaces and at varying 
degrees and times.
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Modular Partitions
The modular partition system I am proposing has the ability to be moved and arranged 
in any way at will, can connect with existing water, gas, and electrical systems in a build-
ing, and have modular components that can be swapped in and out to easily change 
the overall aesthetic of a space in quick and easy fashion.
Assembled Wall Exploded Axonometric Wall
We need to design the 
system to be arranged 
in any way, to connect 
with building systems 
to provide functions to 
spaces, and to be easily 
reconfigured to provide 
new aesthetic options in 
resort spaces.
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DESIGN EXPERIMENTS
AN ANALYSIS OF SUPER-IMPOSED 
FLEXIBILITY SYSTEMS ON EXISTING RESORTS
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EXPERIMENT RULESETS
Overall Rules, Guides, & Limitations
• Each system of flexibilty shall be used to work the 
spaces prefered by the Millenial generation up to 
77% of the main floor programing, excluding back of 
house and circulation.
• Spaces will be shifted towards the desired areas of 
interest among the majority Millenial demograph-
ic. This means spaces like retail and dining should 
move closer to entrances and centralized locations 
within the building.
• Existing structral conditions and will be ignored to al-
low for the simulation of the “what-if” scenarios. The 
exceptions to this are hotel towers, custom immov-
able spaces, such as theaters, and significant archi-
tectural elements.
• The exisiting footprint of the building cannot be 
expanded upon, however, it can be taken away from; 
except in the existing conditions stated above.
• Back of house and circulation is to remain propor-
tional when expanding each category of spaces (i.e. 
whatever existing proportion of back of house has 
been found to be linked to gaming space shall re-
main proportional when gaming space increases or 
decreases in area.
• Each system has inherent flexibilitiy benifits dis-
cussed in the precedent studies which are to be 
used as the primary means of analysis for each dif-
ferent system.
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Individual Rules, Guides, & Limitations
Long-Span Structural System
• The simulated long-span structural system for each 
resort experiment will only be supporeted in those 
areas of the main floor where immovable conditions, 
such as hotel towers and custom spaces are not 
present.
Underfloor Service System
• The voids left over on the main floor from moving 
support functions below must be backfilled propor-
tionally with reatil, dining, and entertainment func-
tions.
• The underfloor system must then have added to it 
the amount of ack of house that would be propor-
tionally required of the new spaces along with prop-
er circulation between floors.
Modular Room Design
• For the following studies we are using a 30’x30’ mod-
ular room redesign as it has been observed to be an 
optimal setup for a numerous amount of spaces.
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FLAMINGO EXPLORATIONS
Using the current day layout of the Flamingo Las Vegas Resort, we can apply Mille-
nial preferences to determine the neccessary rearrangment and/or reallocation of 
spaces alongside four different flexibility systems for architectural space.
The four systems are: a long-span superstructure system, an under-level support 
program, an underfloor utility system, and a system of modular rooms.
Each system will change the current Flamingo main floor layout (modeled to the 
right) in accordance with each of the capabilities the systems will provide. From 
there, points of conflict and opportunity can be observed for later application to a 
design solution.
I will use the 77% disribution of space for Millenial preferences for spending on expe-
riences rather than tangible things. I want to see what will happen as we approach 
direct parity with this number (ie. 77% of program allocation directly to experience 
spaces). The goal of the changes to the main level program arranagment is for the 
flexibility systems to make possible that 77% preference.
Based on established literature, spaces will also be analyzed on how they provide 
access to things like views, natural light, and biophilic elements becasue these are 
factors that have been shown to have postive influences on guest behavior and per-
ception. 
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Program Breakdown
Casino Gaming (72,400 S.F.) 16.8%  Back of House (40,500 S.F.) 19.8%
Retail (27,000 S.F.) 3%    Administration (12,000 S.F.) 2.2%
Restaurant/Dining (43,400 S.F.) 18.8%  Circulation (70,500 S.F.) 14.8%
Entertainment (9,300 S.F.) 24.6%  Main Level Total: 275,100 S.F 
Public Total: 152,100 S.F.
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LONG-SPAN STRUCTURAL SYSTEM
Area of Interest Analysis
Part of adhering to generational preferences in design and function is to provide 
clear access and line-of-sight to the most desireable spaces. MGM Grand currently 
places emphasis on casino gambling, evidenced by its central location. The casino 
also serves as a sort of hub to get to other areas of the main floor. To get to other 
amenties, such as dining and shopping, guests must walk through the casino and 
find their way through cooridoors to access what they desire. This is in conflict with 
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First Floor (Shifted)






• Clear space free of columns allows 
for easier flexibility of space as op-
posed to more traditional structural 
systmes.
• Foot traffic can be more easily re-
worked to places on interest.
• Area of focus can become area of 
interest as prefered spaces move 
towards more desirable positions.
CONSTRAINTS
• Hotel towers and built-to-function 
spaces, such as arenas and the-
aters, limit the flexbilty of the areas 
around them due to immovable 
parts.
• Plumbing and mechanical are two 
limiting elements that restrict the 
restructure of spaces such as kitch-
ens. Could benifit from a modular 
system of parts within the super 
structure.
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Prefered Millenial Area Unique Space Hotel Tower
DESIGN ONE
Floor space is maximized 
by implementing the largest 
structural system(s) into the 
allotted floor span. Allows for 
widespread flexibility, 
however, as not all interior 
functions require such large 
areas, arranging the systems 
in this fashion is not optimzied 
for each function within the 
building.
DESIGN TWO
This arrangement allocates 
most of its larger areas to-
wards the prefered area of 
the building as well as along 
the main thoroughfares within 
the building. Allows for flex-
ibility where its needed and 
becomes more rigid in and 
the around the more perma-
nent and/or support func-
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DESIGN THREE
Takes into account that most 
functions associated with 
casino resorts do not stand to 
gain anything from the 
largest of spaces. Gaming 
space, retail, administration, 
and most dining functions 
have ample room within a 
100’ x 100’ system. Such a 
system also provides enough 
flexiblity to allow spaces to 
adjust and /or translate.
DESIGN FOUR
Further strips down the size 
avaibility of spaces like the 
valet entrance and back of 
house as they can work 
within smaller structural 
systems. The “prefered areas” 
are accompanied by the most 
accomadating system to 
most functions without 
getting to the point where 
uneccessary costs are 
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UNDERFLOOR SERVICE SYSTEM
Availability of Space Analysis
Back of house and other supporting functions of interior resort space limit the poten-
tial ability for spaces to expand and relocate due the relatively immoveable nature 
of those supporting functions. There needs to be storage for dining and retail, there 
needs to be areas of maintainence for gaming, and there need to be spaces for me-
chanical and plumbing equipment, among other things. By allocating these support-
ing functions underneath the main floor (or even above), some of the limitations on 
how spaces can move and adapt to change are removed from the equation. 
The Flamingo currently has the least amount of space of the three resort explora-
tions dedicated to support functions on its main floor. This could be because of its 
older construction. There is a decent amount of space dedicated to support func-
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OPPORTUNITIES
• The near total removal of support 
functions to an underfloor area 
frees up more space on the main 
level of the resort.
• This can either result in renewed 
allocation of space in existing co-
nidition or a smaller overall building 
footprint for new construction.
• Completely removes any possibility 
of back of house function interfer-
ing in guest experience.
CONSTRAINTS
• Moving between floors requires 
additional and more frequent circu-
lation to directly connect with more 
locations.
• Potential cost increase if new con-
struction prusues an underfloor 
system below grade (can be less-
ened if the support level is con-
structed at grade with the casino 
above.
• Restricts movement in new ways, 




backfilled with a 
combination of 
functions besides 
just back of house.
Additional support functions and circulation re-
quired below to properly connect with main floor.
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UNDERFLOOR SERVICE SYSTEM
TYPICAL DESIGN
Back of house areas are ei-
ther directly adjacent or near-
by to main floor functions. 
Though convienent, typical 
adjacencies will always mean 
some percentage of main 
floor area is taken up by back 
of house, and the use of and 
traffic of those services can at 
times be unsightly and un-
wanted by guests.
DIRECT UNDERFLOOR
This arrangement allocates 
back oh house is places 
directly accessible below the 
main floor functions. Allows 
nearly as quick access as typ-
ical layouts, but also moves 
traffic to and from the back 
of house out of the sight of 
guests. However, additional 
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SYSTEM ARRANGMENT
INDIRECT UNDERFLOOR
Similar to direct underfloor 
access, indirect access pro-
vides fewer areas where the 
back of house can be ac-
cessed. This cuts down on 
the infrastructure needed and 
condenses the amount of 
underfloor system required, 
but does produce more dif-
ficulties in terms of ease of 
access.
REMOTE ACCESS
Takes into account that to 
satisfy safety regulations, un-
derfloor areas will need direct 
exterior access. This not only 
condenses the underfloor 
system further, but also al-
lows cargo to be handled and 
managed from a centralized 
location. This does, however, 
strip streetscape functions 
of their back-of-house due 
to limited access and forc-
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MODULAR ROOM DESIGN
Availability of Space Analysis
Modular room redesign can be thought of in one of two ways: it can either mean a 
literal module that can be phyiscally moved in and out of a certain space, or that a 
space is designed modularly so that it can serve multiple different functions. This 
system works best with smaller spaces and with spaces that lack permanance.
Shown below is a snippet of the Flamingo. This space will be used to analyze mod-
ular room design becasue it is the narrowest part of the main floor, which will more 
easily promote modular room design. A modular of 30 feet by 30 feet was chosen 
becasue it can provide ample room for a variety of uses, though, a smaller or large 
modular could be tested under the same circumstances.
Main Floor (Current)
Retail and dining spaces has a permanace 
to them. Small booths and venues would 
be most useful for taking advantage of this 
system.
Meeting, office, and lounge spaces can take 
the most adavatage of modular room design 
because a baseline room can be designed for 
all of these spaces that requires no additional 
limitation such as plumbing.
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OPPORTUNITIES
• Allows spaces to switch between 
functions during different times of 
day.
• Spaces can increase or decrease 
their area for short spans of time by 
essentially combining with adjacent 
modulars when demand for certain 
functions increase and decrease.
• Can combine with a system such 
as the long-span structure to fur-
ther provide flexibility in a freespan 
space.
CONSTRAINTS
• Spaces that can best take ad-
vantage of this are those that are 
smaller fuctions and those that 
have less permanence.
• Overall structure must be designed 
with the modular in mind.
• If the modular is designed to be 
moved in-and-out of the building, 
the storage of the modular be-
comes a conflict.
• Works best in narrow plans where 
the modulars can be moved in and 
out of their space.
Showcase of Modularbility
Spaces must be similar in design 
and functionality when switch-
ing between functions in the 
same modular room. (i.e. meet-
ing areas for hotel employees 
can most easily become lounge 
areas.
Spaces with permanance are harder 
to move in and out constantly when 
demand allows. Some spaces may 
require adjacent functions, such as 
storage, that will add an additional 
modular.
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MODULAR ROOM DESIGN
MODULAR ROOMS
These rooms best represent 
smaller functions that would 
require constant or consis-
tent change in location. Their 
structure is of lightweight 
material and their design 
provides only the basics and 
little to no custominzation. 
Larger functions, like the casi-
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SYSTEM ARRANGMENT
MULTI-PURPOSE ROOMS
Can accomdate larger room 
sizes than the modular design. 
One or multiple multi-purpose 
rooms would be appropiate 
at the scale of resorts as only 
a few spaces benifit from its 
ability to be flexible. It may 
even be that more of the pri-
vate areas of the resort may 
benifit more than those areas 






As a Meeting Space
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MODULAR PARTITIONS
Availability of Space Analysis
Walls make up a significant portion of the aesthetic and functional real estate within 
a casino space and partition walls account for the vast majority of that. With all of that 
space, the means by which it is updated and reaaranged needs to become a simple 
process so that time spent on constructing new spaces can be reduced and the time 
guests have with their current and new experiences can be increased.
The modular partition system proposed here will allow for these spaces to have 
their aesthetics and function changed in a fraction of the time as typical remodeling 
efforts. A mounted, modular panel system will be developed to allow for quick, non-
skill required transitions of space.
Roughly 2,024 linear feet 
of partitions in the casino 
space and at least 30,000 
square feet of partition 
space.
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OPPORTUNITIES
• Ability to change and alter space 
within the span of days or even 
hours rather than months.
• Can adapt to different generational 
preferences.
• Ease of installation and modular 
design means this can expand far 
beyond the realm of the interior of 
the casino gaming space.
CONSTRAINTS
• The system is currently proprietary. 
Mass adoption of this modular 
system or something similar will be 
needed for this system to become 
cost effective and more readily 
available.
• The nature of this system to allow 
for quick and easy reconfiguration 
also has the consequence of forc-
ing a large amount of furniture and 
equipment to be moved as well.
Showcase of Modularbility
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MGM GRAND EXPLORATIONS
Using the current day layout of the MGM Grand Resort in Las Vegas, we can apply 
Millenial preferences to determine the neccessary rearrangment and/or realloca-
tion of spaces alongside four different flexibility systems for architectural space.
The four systems are: a long-span superstructure system, an under-level support 
program, an underfloor utility system, and a system of modular rooms.
Each system will change the current MGM main floor layout (modeled to the right) 
in accordance with each of the capabilities the systems will provide. From there, 
points of conflict and opportunity can be observed for later application to a design 
solution.
I will use the 77% disribution of space for Millenial preferences for spending on 
experiences rather than tangible things. I want to see what will happen as we ap-
proach direct parity with this number (ie. 77% of program allocation directly to ex-
perience spaces). The goal of the changes to the main level program arranagment 
is for the flexibility systems to make possible that 77% preference.
Based on established literature, spaces will also be analyzed on how they provide 
access to things like views, natural light, and biophilic elements becasue these are 
factors that have been shown to have postive influences on guest behavior and 
perception. 
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Program Breakdown
Casino Gaming (171,500 S.F.) 16.8%  Back of House (206,300 S.F.) 19.8%
Retail (32,000 S.F.) 3%    Administration (23,200 S.F.) 2.2%
Restaurant/Dining (197,400 S.F.) 18.8%  Circulation (155,300 S.F.) 14.8%
Entertainment (256,100 S.F.) 24.6%  Main Level Total: 1,041,800 S.F 
Public Total: 657,000 S.F.







Area of Interest Analysis
Part of adhering to generational preferences in design and function is to provide 
clear access and line-of-sight to the most desireable spaces. MGM Grand currently 
places emphasis on casino gambling, evidenced by its central location. The casino 
also serves as a sort of hub to get to other areas of the main floor. To get to other 
amenties, such as dining and shopping, guests must walk through the casino and 
find their way through cooridoors to access what they desire. This is in conflict with 
the preferences of the majority demographic population, Millenials.
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Gaming Moves out 
of Focus
OPPORTUNITIES
• Clear space free of columns allows 
for easier flexibility of space as op-
posed to more traditional structural 
systmes.
• Foot traffic can be more easily re-
worked to places on interest.
• Area of focus can become area of 
interest as prefered spaces move 
towards more desirable positions.
CONSTRAINTS
• Hotel towers and built-to-function 
spaces, such as arenas and the-
aters, limit the flexbilty of the areas 
around them due to immovable 
parts.
• Plumbing and mechanical are two 
limiting elements that restrict the 
restructure of spaces such as kitch-
ens. 
Area of Interest
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LONG-SPAN STRUCTURAL SYSTEM
Prefered Millenial Area Unique Space Hotel Tower
DESIGN ONE
Floor space is maximized 
by implementing the largest 
structural system(s) into the 
allotted floor span. Allows for 
widespread flexibility, 
however, as not all interior 
functions require such large 
areas, arranging the systems 
in this fashion is not optimzied 
for each function within the 
building.
DESIGN TWO
This arrangement allocates 
most of its larger areas to-
wards the prefered area of 
the building as well as along 
the main thoroughfares within 
the building. Allows for flex-
ibility where its needed and 
becomes more rigid in and 
the around the more perma-
nent and/or support func-
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SYSTEM ARRANGMENT
DESIGN THREE
Takes into account that most 
functions associated with 
casino resorts do not stand to 
gain anything from the 
largest of spaces. Gaming 
space, retail, administration, 
and most dining functions 
have ample room within a 
100’ x 100’ system. Such a 
system also provides enough 
flexiblity to allow spaces to 
adjust and /or translate.
DESIGN FOUR
Further strips down the size 
avaibility of spaces like the 
valet entrance and back of 
house as they can work 
within smaller structural 
systems. The “prefered areas” 
are accompanied by the most 
accomadating system to 
most functions without 
getting to the point where 
uneccessary costs are 
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UNDERFLOOR SERVICE SYSTEM
Availability of Space Analysis
Back of house and other supporting functions of interior resort space limit the po-
tential ability for spaces to expand and relocate due the relatively immoveable na-
ture of those supporting functions. There needs to be storage for dining and retail, 
there needs to be areas of maintainence for gaming, and there need to be spaces for 
mechanical and plumbing equipment, among other things. By allocating these sup-
porting functions underneath the main floor (or even above), some of the limitations 
on how spaces can move and adapt to change are removed from the equation. What 
must be kept in mind is how these now to separate entities of function are able to 
interact and support one another. 
MGM Grand currently places most of its support functions to the rim of the main 
floor so that there is a consistent path of guest experience with the various amenities 
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OPPORTUNITIES
• The near total removal of support 
functions to an underfloor area 
frees up more space on the main 
level of the resort.
• This can either result in renewed 
allocation of space in existing co-
nidition or a smaller overall building 
footprint for new construction.
• Completely removes any possibility 
of back of house function interfer-
ing in guest experience.
CONSTRAINTS
• Moving between floors requires 
additional and more frequent circu-
lation to directly connect with more 
locations.
• Potential cost increase if new con-
struction prusues an underfloor 
system below grade (can be less-
ened if the support level is con-
structed at grade with the casino 
above.
• Restricts movement in new ways, 




backfilled with a 
combination of 
functions besides 
just back of house.
Additional support functions 
and circulation required 
below to properly connect 
with main floor.
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MODULAR ROOMS
These rooms best represent 
smaller functions that would 
require constant or consis-
tent change in location. Their 
structure is of lightweight 
material and their design 
provides only the basics and 
little to no custominzation. 
Larger functions, like the casi-
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MULTI-PURPOSE ROOMS
Can accomdate larger room 
sizes than the modular design. 
One or multiple multi-purpose 
rooms would be appropiate 
at the scale of resorts as only 
a few spaces benifit from its 
ability to be flexible. It may 
even be that more of the pri-
vate areas of the resort may 
benifit more than those areas 






As a Meeting Space
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MODULAR ROOM DESIGN
Availability of Space Analysis
Modular room redesign can be thought of in one of two ways: it can either mean a 
literal module that can be phyiscally moved in and out of a certain space, or that a 
space is designed modularly so that it can serve multiple different functions. This 
system works best with smaller spaces and with spaces that lack permanance.
Shown below is a snippet of the Flamingo. This space will be used to analyze mod-
ular room design becasue it is the narrowest part of the main floor, which will more 
easily promote modular room design. A modular of 30 feet by 30 feet was chosen 
becasue it can provide ample room for a variety of uses, though, a smaller or large 
modular could be tested under the same circumstances.
Main Floor (Current)
Retail and dining spaces has a 
permanace to them. Small booths 
and venues would be most use-
ful for taking advantage of this 
system.
Meeting, office, and 
lounge spaces can take the 
most adavatage of modu-
lar room design because 
a baseline room can be 
designed for all of these 
spaces that requires no 
additional limitation such 
as plumbing.
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OPPORTUNITIES
• Allows spaces to switch between 
functions during different times of 
day.
• Spaces can increase or decrease 
their area for short spans of time by 
essentially combining with adjacent 
modulars when demand for certain 
functions increase and decrease.
• Can combine with a system such 
as the long-span structure to fur-
ther provide flexibility in a freespan 
space.
CONSTRAINTS
• Spaces that can best take ad-
vantage of this are those that are 
smaller fuctions and those that 
have less permanence.
• Overall structure must be designed 
with the modular in mind.
• If the modular is designed to be 
moved in-and-out of the building, 
the storage of the modular be-
comes a conflict.
• Works best in narrow plans where 
the modulars can be moved in and 
out of their space.
Spaces must be similar in design 
and functionality when switch-
ing between functions in the 
same modular room. (i.e. meet-
ing areas for hotel employees 
can most easily become lounge 
areas.
Spaces with permanance are harder 
to move in and out constantly when 
demand allows. Some spaces may 
require adjacent functions, such as 
storage, that will add an additional 
modular.
Showcase of Modularbility
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Aria Resort and Casino 
Explorations
Using the current day layout of the Aria Resort and Casino in Las Vegas, we can ap-
ply Millenial preferences to determine the neccessary rearrangment and/or reallo-
cation of spaces alongside four different flexibility systems for architectural space.
The four systems are: a long-span superstructure system, an under-level support 
program, an underfloor utility system, and a system of modular rooms.
Each system will change the current Aria main floor layout (modeled to the right) in 
accordance with each of the capabilities the systems will provide. From there, points 
of conflict and opportunity can be observed for later application to a design solu-
tion.
I will use the 77% disribution of space for Millenial preferences for spending on 
experiences rather than tangible things. I want to see what will happen as we ap-
proach direct parity with this number (ie. 77% of program allocation directly to expe-
rience spaces). The goal of the changes to the main level program arranagment is 
for the flexibility systems to make possible that 77% preference.
Based on established literature, spaces will also be analyzed on how they provide 
access to things like views, natural light, and biophilic elements becasue these are 
factors that have been shown to have postive influences on guest behavior and 
perception. 
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Program Breakdown
Casino Gaming (149,900 S.F.) 16.8%  Back of House (137,600 S.F.) 19.8%
Retail (36,600 S.F.) 3%    Administration (14,200 S.F.) 2.2%
Restaurant/Dining (133,200 S.F.) 18.8%  Circulation (162,800 S.F.) 14.8%
Entertainment (157,500 S.F.) 24.6%  Main Levels Total: 791,800 S.F 
Public Total: 477,200 S.F.







Area of Interest Analysis
Part of adhering to generational preferences in design and function is to provide 
clear access and line-of-sight to the most desireable spaces. MGM Grand currently 
places emphasis on casino gambling, evidenced by its central location. The casino 
also serves as a sort of hub to get to other areas of the main floor. To get to other 
amenties, such as dining and shopping, guests must walk through the casino and 
find their way through cooridoors to access what they desire. This is in conflict with 
the preferences of the majority demographic population, Millenials.
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Areas of Interest & Focus
First Floor (Shifted)
Casino Gaming Moves 
out of Focus
OPPORTUNITIES
• Clear space free of columns allows 
for easier flexibility of space as op-
posed to more traditional structural 
systmes.
• Foot traffic can be more easily re-
worked to places on interest.
• Area of focus can become area of 
interest as prefered spaces move 
towards more desirable positions.
CONSTRAINTS
• Hotel towers and built-to-function 
spaces, such as arenas and the-
aters, limit the flexbilty of the areas 
around them due to immovable 
parts.
• Plumbing and mechanical are two 
limiting elements that restrict the 
restructure of spaces such as kitch-
ens. 
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Experience Analysis
Access to natural light, stunning views, and a connection with the natural are elements 
lacking in many current Las Vegas resorts. Research shows that access to these things 
enhances guest experience and boosts customer return, loyalty, perception of the hotel 
brand, and fosters greater social interaction.  Aria is in conflict with this, as most spac-
es are closed off the the outside and only unnatural lighting is present. This has been 
shown to keep the attention of gamblers so that their focus is not elsewhere. Younger 
generations are more consistently turning away becasue of a lack of these elements.
A long-span structural system provides opportunity for opening spaces to the outside 














 Current Interior Light/Views          Opened Alternative 
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UNDERFLOOR SERVICE SYSTEM
Availability of Space Analysis
Back of house and other supporting functions of interior resort space limit the poten-
tial ability for spaces to expand and relocate due the relatively immoveable nature 
of those supporting functions. There needs to be storage for dining and retail, there 
needs to be areas of maintainence for gaming, and there need to be spaces for me-
chanical and plumbing equipment, among other things. By allocating these support-
ing functions underneath the main floor (or even above), some of the limitations on 
how spaces can move and adapt to change are removed from the equation.
Aria disperses its support functions around with the functions that require it, which 
is in contrast to the large blocks of circulation carved out for the MGM Grand. This 
means more functions can have easier means of access to support. However, with an 
underfloor system, the disconnect nature of support spaces means there is a greater 
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OPPORTUNITIES
• The near total removal of support 
functions to an underfloor area 
frees up more space on the main 
level of the resort.
• This can either result in renewed 
allocation of space in existing co-
nidition or a smaller overall building 
footprint for new construction.
• Completely removes any possibility 
of back of house function interfer-
ing in guest experience.
CONSTRAINTS
• Moving between floors requires 
additional and more frequent circu-
lation to directly connect with more 
locations.
• Potential cost increase if new con-
struction prusues an underfloor 
system below grade (can be less-
ened if the support level is con-
structed at grade with the casino 
above.
• Restricts movement in new ways, 
but can be lessened by use of a 
modular support system.
Main Floor (Reproportioned)
Spaces become backfilled with 
a combination of functions 
besides just back of house.
Additional support functions 
and circulation required 
below to properly connect 
with main floor.
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MODULAR ROOM DESIGN
Availability of Space Analysis
Modular room redesign can be thought of in one of two ways: it can either mean a 
literal module that can be phyiscally moved in and out of a certain space, or that a 
space is designed modularly so that it can serve multiple different functions. This 
system works best with smaller spaces and with spaces that lack permanance.
Shown below is a snippet of the Flamingo. This space will be used to analyze mod-
ular room design becasue it is the narrowest part of the main floor, which will more 
easily promote modular room design. A modular of 30 feet by 30 feet was chosen 
becasue it can provide ample room for a variety of uses, though, a smaller or large 
modular could be tested under the same circumstances.
Main Floor (Current)
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OPPORTUNITIES
• Allows spaces to switch between 
functions during different times of 
day.
• Spaces can increase or decrease 
their area for short spans of time by 
essentially combining with adjacent 
modulars when demand for certain 
functions increase and decrease.
• Can combine with a system such 
as the long-span structure to fur-
ther provide flexibility in a freespan 
space.
CONSTRAINTS
• Spaces that can best take ad-
vantage of this are those that are 
smaller fuctions and those that 
have less permanence.
• Overall structure must be designed 
with the modular in mind.
• If the modular is designed to be 
moved in-and-out of the building, 
the storage of the modular be-
comes a conflict.
• Works best in narrow plans where 
the modulars can be moved in and 
out of their space.
Spaces must be similar in design 
and functionality when switch-
ing between functions in the 
same modular room. (i.e. meet-
ing areas for hotel employees 
can most easily become lounge 
areas.
Spaces with permanance are harder 
to move in and out constantly when 
demand allows. Some spaces may 
require adjacent functions, such as 
storage, that will add an additional 
modular.
Showcase of Modularbility
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Experiment Conclusions
A LOOK INTO FUTURE PROJECTIONS 
AND IMPLICATIONS
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Long Span Structure
Thinking about flexibility in terms of the structural system of a given building allows 
for an inherent form of flexibility that is ever-present within the building. The longer 
the structural span, the more accomodating the overall building is to many different 
types of spaces. The analysis of super-imposing this system into existing resort ho-
tels showcased the benifits and drawbacks to this system.
When the resorts were super-imposed with the structural systems at their largest 
possible size (such as the 300 foot spanning system) for a given area of the resort, 
the resort as a whole was allowing the greatest ability to showcase flexibility. How-
ever, the resort functions themselves are not inherently bound in their shape and 
size to the grid-like column lines on a floor plan. Because of this, simply arranging 
a building with the largest structural spans in mind is not optimized for its functions. 
Some spaces require more flexbility, others less, and some areas of a resort are more 
demanding of the ability to be flexibility.
Areas along the streetscape have been observed to be of most interest to most peo-
ple, especially the Millenial generation. Las Vegas resorts are typically designed as 
labyrinths to keep people within the property, often forcing people to walk through 
the casino gaming areas to reach other desitinations. Millenials are more dettered 
than older generations about walking through a busy casino as they are not looking 
for slots and tables to play, but rather for specific experiences to have. As such, most 
effort should be focused on creating flexible space on and near the streetscape. This 
means larger structural systems toward the front end and smaller ones as you go 
deeper into the structure.
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Underfloor Service System
The idea behind an underfloor service system is to reduce or eliminate the effects 
that back of house can have on overall building design and functionality. Some mu-
seums, like the de Young Museum in San Francisco, have their back of house below 
their main gallery level so that movement of art and maintanence of art can take 
place in a more controlled location that will not hinder guest experience.
By the same token, a mega-resorts like any of the ones found in Vegas, have a lot of 
back and forth action between what happens on the casino floor and what happens 
in the back of house. Food deliveries, storing food and retail goods, and maintaining 
hotel equipment all compound onto the main floor.
The analysis of the existing resorts showed a super-imposed “what-if” scenario of 
underfloor system arrangment and function. The Flamingo actually has very little in 
the way of back of house on its main floor, partly as a result of its older construction 
and of its tight location on the Las Vegas Strip. Analyzing Flamingo showcased that 
creating a new resort on the strip, where space is becoming ever more limited, could 
benifit from arranging its back of house on a different level than the main floor to 
conserve space and cause little disruption.
The MGM Grand contain large clumps of back of house thanks to easier access to 
delivery areas. Back of house spaces are towards the rim of its footprint, and as a 
result the interior functions funnel along a corridoor of sorts. Aria’s back of house is 
spread more evenly throughout, though, this causes the most disruption in terms of 
foot traffic.
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Modular Room Design
Modular room design, or multi-purpose room design, contrubites the least to the 
grand scale of a resort, but it does present interesting opportunities for those func-
tions which are smaller in scope and have less permance to them. This is particularly 
true of functions with time-of-day specific activity markers.
In the case of prefabricated modular room design, complementing its mobility with 
the addition of a long span structure and large public corridoors would allow it to 
move around more freely and function best. However, the use cases for such a sys-
tem are too few and too far between. Only temporary retail locations or small meet-
ing rooms would benifit from such as system, and even then, either of those two 
types of functions do function well enough on their own in their own specific space. 
A cocktail bar or similar would benifit most from this sort of mobility as the ability to 
essentially bring around drinks instead of going to fetch them would save time and 
effort, though, this goal can be achieved simply with cart service.
The multi-purpose room design, however, presents the most opportunity in terms 
of how it can allow for different functions at different times of day. An administration 
space might be able to become a rentable office space during slower hours or it 
might allow for retail chains who do not desire permanance to set up shop for a given 
rented period of time and then have that same space allow a different retail opera-
tion to do the same for their given amount of time. The most important thing to keep 
in mind is that the room itself should require little to no reconstruction, as the only 
elements moving in and out would be objects like desks, chairs, and shelves that 
would change with each different function.
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Overall
The idea behind an underfloor service system is to reduce or eliminate the effects 
that back of house can have on overall building design and functionality. Some 
museums, like the de Young Museum in San Francisco, have their back of house 
below their main gallery level so that movement of art and maintanence of art can 
take place in a more controlled location that will not hinder guest experience.
By the same token, a mega-resorts like any of the ones found in Vegas, have a lot of 
back and forth action between what happens on the casino floor and what happens 
in the back of house. Food deliveries, storing food and retail goods, and maintaining 
hotel equipment all compound onto the main floor.
The analysis of the existing resorts showed a super-imposed “what-if” scenario of 
underfloor system arrangment and function. The Flamingo actually has very little in 
the way of back of house on its main floor, partly as a result of its older construction 
and of its tight location on the Las Vegas Strip. Analyzing Flamingo showcased that 
creating a new resort on the strip, where space is becoming ever more limited, could 
benifit from arranging its back of house on a different level than the main floor to 
conserve space and cause little disruption.
The MGM Grand contain large clumps of back of house thanks to easier access to 
delivery areas. Back of house spaces are towards the rim of its footprint, and as a 
result the interior functions funnel along a corridoor of sorts. Aria’s back of house is 
spread more evenly throughout, though, this causes the most disruption in terms of 
foot raffic.
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Design Implementation
A SYSTEM BUILT FOR RAPID CHANGE 
AND DYNAMIC SPACES
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SYSTEM FUNCTIONALITY
In-depth Analysis
The modular wall system was designed to be easily assembled, mass produced, and 
expandable so that not only additional wall units can be added together, but also so that 
the wall units have the ability to function in conjuction with the architectural systems of 
a resort such as acoustics or water. In these next sections we will explore the qualitative, 
quantitative, and logistical apsects of this wall system.
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1. Prefabricated Components
To ensure quick, easy, and econmic installation of the wall 
system components, they need to be prefabricated and resorts 
would either need to store or “shop” for components.
2. Expandability
Flexibility of this system is in part determined by its ability to 
expand and connect with other similar components to come 
together to create unique spaces.
4. Experiential Qualities
The spaces create with the use of the modular partition system 
can evoke human senses beyond just sight to create not only an 
immersive experience, but also an interactable one.
3. Construction Methods
Compared with typical construction and rennovation methods, 
this system has the ability to change with the tides to cut down 
on time and ultimately on the cost of installation.
$
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Prefabricated Components
Manufacturing and Assembly
Prefabrication is the practice of assembling components of a structure in a factory or 
other manufacturing site, and transporting complete assemblies or sub-assemblies to 
the construction site where the structure is to be located. The modular partition wall 
is a 10 foot wide by 15 foot tall assembly that allows for easy reconfiguration and ex-
pandability. Each wall is composed of 5 foot by 5 foot modular panels that are attached 
in an array of six locations to create a desired look and finish. The walls then have the 
ability to connect with each other via a series of clamping mechanisms that not only tie 
the whole system together but also allow for the transference of water and electricity, 
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This wall system benifits from mass 
production its components and 
construction to bring down costs and 
to move it out of the realm of 
propriety.
The 10’ x 15’ wall assembly is 
prefabricated by a manufacturer to 
be bought by the casino resorts for 
use. The 5’ x 5’ panels that attach 
to the wall system, allowing for its 
ability to change in an instant, are to 
be a standardized creation either to 
be prebabricated by a manufacturer 
or even created by local artists in the 
same way that art may be curated for 
hotel rooms.
The steel-framed wall system and 
the wall panels are then either 
transporated directly to the site of 
the resort space or to an off-site or 
on-site storage facility so that the 
resort always has the ability to 
change their aesthetic.
Resorts need only place the 5’ x 5’ 
panels onto the wall system with few 
and simple fasteners. Then the entire 
assembly may be moved into 
position as needed.
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Prefabricated Components
Components
Each unit of the modular wall system features components that aid in easy assembly 
and disassembly, modularity, and the ability for the system to connect with existing 
utility functions in a resort. This allows for non-professional assembly to occur, further 
reducing the time, labor, and cost that traditional partition wall construction would entail.
5’x5’ panels are able to cover a 
lot of wall area while needing no 
more than two people to 
assemble each piece. This 
means it can also be stored 
without too much needed space.
2x6 Steel-framed construction 
provides a durable and 
consistent dimensions and 
structure  toable to withstand 
constant assembly and 
disassembly.
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Fastened to the wall assembly, a bracket 
attaches at the top and the bottom of each 
5’x 5’ panel piece via screw holes, ensuring 
that the panels are consistently placed in 
the same location to allow for arrayment 
and allow for the fluid movement of any 
shifting parts.
Each wall assembly is equippe with durable 
locking wheels to allow for easy relocation 
when adjusted and durable placement 
when set. These are concealed behind a 
baseboard on the wall unit so that a 
seamless and finished transition from wall 
to floor is achieved.
At the top and bottom ends of the wall unit 
is a clamping mechanism to ensure that the 
arrayment of walls remains consistent and 
stable. These need simply to be twisted to 
hold two units together via pressure and are 
concealed in a latch in the baseboards and 
headboards of the wall unit.
If needed, each wall unit can be fitted with 
piping for water, gas, and electricity. If an 
array of units is put together, only one unit 
at one of the line needs to be hooked up to 
the resort’s existing lines. The rest feature 
pipe extensions of 10 feet within the wall 
unit that can also be clamped together in 
more precise ways that the overall unit.
Wall Bracket
Base Wheels
Unit to Unit Clamp
Piping
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Expandability
Connections and Simplicity
These wall units should ultimately be used as part of a greater whole. Whether they are 
used to line an entire wall or used to establish a small installation, these wall units need 
to be able to integrate with utilities so that the spaces they create can take advantage of 
those things. The key to making that modular and flexible is to make the process simple.
In order to construct a wood frame partition wall you will need:
• Cut on-site wooden members
 - Vertical members placed a certain distance from each other on center
 - Horizontal members for increased strength and door and window headers.
• Drywal, plywood, or other finish backing
• Integrated hardware and perhaps piping
• Paint or other finish
• Potentially sound proofing
• A force of construction hands and contractors.
• Area around construction to be shut down for weeks to months.
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In order to install the modular partition system you will need:
• The pre-fabricated steel wall system
• A collection of 5’x5’ panels for wall surfaces.
• Two to three non-professional installer for each wall system unit.
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Construction Methods
Wood framed construction is 
lightweight and cost effective and 
is the most widely used method for 
all resdiential, commericial, and in-
dustrial sectors. It also retains heat 
more easily than steel which, along 
with height restrictions on wood 
framed construction methods, is 
partly why it is not used at the large 
scale of Las Vegas resorts.
Steel framed construction is more 
common for resorts due to its 
increased strength and need for 
high-precision construction. 
Methods of installation are similar 
to wood, although it is easier to 
create more complex shapes and 
forms with the strenght of steel 
which is why it is more commonly 
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Wood Frame Construction
Strenghts
Simplicity: While all components can be cut on site, pre-cut and 
pre-manufactured elements speed up the construction process.
Sustainable: Wood is a renewable resource and has the ability to sequester 
carbon from the surrounding atmosphere for cleaner air.
Weaknesses
Structural Limitations: Longer spans, more complex shapes, and building 
code limitations all mean that wood framing takes more effort to be used.
Time and Labor Intensive: Becasue construction generally occurs on site 
and because need to be cut on site, time and labor is increased.
Steel Frame Construction
Strengths
Strong and Long Lasting: While it may not matter as much being a partition 
wall, steel is durable and allows for more complex shapes to be made.
Consistent in Dimensions: Wood can warp and twist and the constant need 
to cut it to size bring the possibility of imperfection. Steel is consistent.
Weaknesses
Skilled Installation: More refined parts and requirement of heavy equipment 
at larger scales requires a more skilled workforce.
Expensive: Steel elements take longer to manufacture and require more 
factory elements in their creation than wood.
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Construction Methods
Modular Partition System
Each unit of the modular wall system features components that aid in easy assembly 
and disassembly, modularity, and the ability for the system to connect with existing 
utility functions in a resort. This allows for non-professional assembly to occur, further 
reducing the time, labor, and cost that traditional partition wall construction would entail. 
Two people, a few tools, and likely a ladder or a forklift are all that is needed to install 
the panels overtime.
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Modular Partition System
Strengths
Reduced Construction Time: Modular units are delivered to the site of 
 installation pre-assembled. This reduces on-site construction times  
 and means that areas of construction are not blocked off for nearly as  
 long as with typical construction.
Higher Quality: By constructing the wall units in a factory under controlled  
 conditions, the final product quality is enhanced with a more precise  
 fitting of the component parts and repetitive installation.
Less Cost and Waste: With reduced waste, reduced construction time, and  
 completion of assembly in a controlled environment, we ultimately  
 save on costs.
Non-professional Installation: Because the wall units are constructed off-site  
 and because their installation is closer to adding a piece of artwork,  
 each unit only requires two resort employees to install.
Weaknesses
Upfront and Lasting Costs: The fact that modular units are 
 pre-manufactured can require cash flows to be more front-loaded  
 than conventionally constructed projects. If the goal is the ability to  
 constantly be able to update, more costs are going to be spent over  
 time on different 5’ x 5’ panels for installation.
Modularity is Limited: Resorts can have dynamic and elaborate layouts and  
 forms to their walls and this system simply cannot adapt to or cope  
 with those types of facades.
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Experiential Qualities
Portrayal of Systems
In order to capture the attention of guests and renew their interests over time, this 
modular wall system is equiped to handle not only aesthetic arrangment and 
rearrangment, but also functional arrangement and rearrangement. For this I have 
called out the components that make up the modular partition wall itself and also the 
building systems that the wall system can ultize for functional and aesthetic 
entertainment purposes.
Water
Water is used both functionally and aesthetically in a resort. Kitchens and 
wash facilities use clean water that turns into grey or black water. For this 
system clean and greywater usage will be shown and celebrated.
Gas
Gas is primarily used for kitchen appliances, however, the energy and heat 
it can provide and the way it is provided will be shown and celebrated in 
this system.
Electricity
Electricity is used in all apsects of a resort environment and a 
representaiton of the power it provides will be used in this system.
Acoustics
Acoustics is both represented on its own and in correlation with other sys-
tems. Can we represent the flow of water? Or the hum of gas? That will be 
the implementation of acoustics.
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Can we showcase 
the hidden elements 
of our structures? 
How do we begin to 
activate thousands 
of square feet of wall 
space?
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WATER
Portrayal of Water Systems
The modular partition wall system is built with modular wall finishes and attachments in 
mind. In a resort kitchen, there are sinks, hoses, refridgerators, and other items that use 
water on a regular or constant basis. The goal of showcasing water with the modular 
system is to make a feature of it to the public. For instance, should a kitchen be present 
on one side of the wall then the other side of the wall, which would be facing into an-
other area such as casino space, could utlize the water running to that point to set up a 
particular scene.
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   Transparent Showcase      |  Grey Water Filtration Add-on  |       Water Feature Add-on
When proposing add-ons for this wall system, they must be modular. They must com-
form to the wall plate standard (5x5 in this case) and they must be able to connect with 
pre-established water lines. If a series of modular water showcases were to be kept on 
site, then each one could be swapped out either for maintainence or for a change of 
aesthetic.
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WATER
Portrayal of Water Systems
The modular partition wall system is built with modular wall finishes and attachments in 
mind. This modular finishes and attachments can also be made to pivot at their 
center. As diagramed below, each unit can rotate a full 360 degrees. The units are 
pushed forward with a gear system to avoid collisions with other units. The water feature 
shown below showcases how flowing water interacts with the design of the panels. Not 
only does the water move around and interact in interesting ways, but it because the 
panel shifts in a dynamic way, it provides a sense of dynamism to the hotel floor, 
keeping guests intrigued.
Rotates around a 
central pivot.
Panels extend 2” to 8” 
inches to allow rotation 
without collision
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According to a 2004 
study about casino 
atmospherics, guests 
of casinos did were not 
put off by casino noise, 
however, respondents 
did state they preffered 
quieter and less garsish 
noises. By incorpating an 
element like water more 
frequently into the casi-
no space, occupants will 
have a more pleasure-
able experience due to 
the biophilic representa-
tion of nature.
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Lighting
Lighting as Representation and Interaction
Light can be used in conjuction with other building systems, such as acoustics, to 
represent the movement of something that could not otherwise be seen. For this 
application, we are using a LED light modular panel for interaction with other systems. 
Acoustics, for instance, can interact with sound sensors on the panel to pick up sound 
waves and present them in a visual format. This sound can come from resort music or it 
can be picked up from an adjacent water or gas panel. For gas and electricity the panel 
can showcase the moment gas is being used for adjacent functions or when electricity 
is being used against adjacent structures.
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Noise detectors as well as motion sensors 
are equipped at the backs of each panel 
of LED lights which allows them to light up 
when activated. Nearby noise becomes 
“visible” with the panels and water, for 
instance, in connected pipes moves along 
and shows up on the LED panels.
If we incorporate touch technology into the 
LED panel, now the display becomes not 
just something for viewing pleasure or for 
the portrayal of other systems, but now it 
becomes something truly interactive. This, 
along with other implementations of this 
modular wall system, now starts to connect 
with multiple generations. This specifically 
will resonate with small children and maybe 
even draw in some curious adults.
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Acoustics
Sound Interaction and Reaction
Casinos are no stranger to loud and sometimes obstrusive sounds. The jingle of slot 
machines and the crashing of dice and chips make up part of our perceptions of casino 
resort experiences. With changing trends, those sounds should also see an evolution 
or change over. Music is the focus of how this acoustical building system interacts with 
other systems and with guests.
With speakers embedded in the hollow wood tubes, sound will reverberate and 
cause the ball attached to the string to bounce off of the thin metallic tube. On 
its own a single one of these simply showcases the movement and resonance of 
sound, but when arrayed in a grid like the one shown above, the sound will 
transfer from one tube to the next, even if they are not joined together. This will 
create forms and unique paths for each of the balls bouncing off of the tube from 
the string. See the flipbook timelapse at the last section of this book.
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Hollow, wooden tubes allow for vibrations 
to reverberate throughout the modular 
panel. A speaker within the tube produces 
sound, specifically music. By interacting 
with specific placement of light within a 
given space, the system will reflect the 
concentrated light via a small reflective sur-
face that sits directly in front of a speaker. 
Once relfected onto another surface, and 
in direct correlation to the sound produce, 
the metalic surface will vibrate, making the 
beam of light dance, taking the form of nu-
merous shapes. Diversifying the frequency 
and sound type will create more and more 
dynamic shapes around the room.
Interaction with Light
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Design Showcase
THE EXPERIENCE OF NEW, EVER-CHANGING 
RESORT SPACES
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As a Backdrop
Traditional and Benign Panels
Contemporary Artwork Panels
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LED Panels
Dynamic Panels
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As an Installation
Contemporary Artwork Installation Panels
Dynamic Installation Panels
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LED Installation Panels
Living Wall Installation Panels
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As a New Space
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Closing Comments
Through various stages of research, experiments, explorations, and design 
implementation, this book is but only the beginning of the development of the 
presented ideas. The concepts about how we use our spaces and how we need 
them to adapt along with us can be applied within other regions of the built 
environment to further test the utility of the designs presented here. Design is an 
interative process, and the architecture and space around us can function that 
very same interative way.
- Skylar Fontana -
- Glenn Nowak - They are really loaded up with all of this potential. We got 
electricity and water and its really more like the behind-the-scenes of a theatrical 
experience than it is just the partition wall.
- Justus Pang - We have casino floor space that’s freeing up and we need to do 
something with it. I can see the solution of these super-dynamic panels being the 
key that helps to unlock activating those spaces.
- Yi Wang - I like the idea of you having electricity, mechanical, and plumbing 
put into it. The strong idea of it is that it’s its own system that can easily tap into 
something else and create a totally different experience. But it’s also the most 
challenging part and for me I would love to see more exploration and the 
research into how those work.
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